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LHC is the New Energy Frontier
(but you still need luminosity)

Nevertheless, the first Jets+MET Search came
out with 70 nb-1 of integrated luminosity
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Abstract

This note describes a first set of measurements of supersymmetry-sensitive variables in
the final states with jets, missing transverse momentum and no leptons from the

√
s= 7 TeV

proton-proton collisions at the LHC. The data were collected during the period March 2010
to July 2010 and correspond to a total integrated luminosity of 70±8nb−1. We find agree-
ment between data and Monte Carlo simulations indicating that the Standard Model back-
grounds to searches for new physics in these channels are under control.
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Amazing that such an early search is possible!
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Figure 1: Distribution of the missing transverse momentum for events in the monojet channel. Only the
jet selection cuts have been applied.

The cuts are those of Table 2 but the cut on the missing transverse momentum, the ratio f of EmissT
and Meff and !φ(jeti,�EmissT ) are not applied in the Figures unless the captions indicate otherwise.

Monojet channel Figure 1 shows the missing transverse momentum distribution for events in the
monojet channel before any EmissT requirement is made. The distribution is reasonably well described
by the dominating QCD Monte Carlo prediction. The background fromW± and Z0 production becomes
important at missing transverse momentum > 50 GeV. In the Z0 sample, the background is from Z0 de-
cays to neutrinos. TheW± contribution is due to lepton decays, where the lepton could not be identified.
The event displays for all monojet events with EmissT > 40 GeV have been scanned by eye. These scans
indicate that eleven of the events with EmissT > 40 GeV are candidates for beam halo interactions in which
an energetic photon has been radiated from a halo muon traversing the calorimeter, consistent with the
expectation.

The distribution of the leading jet pT is well described both before and after a selection requiring
missing transverse momentum EmissT > 40GeV as can be seen from Figure 2.

Figure 3 shows the difference in azimuthal angle between the jet and the missing transverse momen-
tum vector. QCD dijet events with jets approximately back-to-back in the transverse plane appear in
this plot at !φ ≈ π if the lower energy jet is not reconstructed or out of acceptance, but they can also
contribute at !φ ≈ 0 if the observed jet recoils against a higher-energy jet beyond the selected rapidity
range. The contributions from Z0 + jet(s) andW± + jet(s) events are dominated by the electroweak boson
recoiling against a single jet leading to a peak at π only. To within the systematic uncertainties in the
prediction, which are largely correlated between bins, there is agreement between the data and the Monte
Carlo prediction.

Two jet channel Our two-jet selection requires p(1)
T > 70GeV and p(2)

T > 30GeV. The distributions
of the missing transverse momentum and the effective mass (defined in equation (3) in Appendix A)
are shown without any other cuts in Figure 4. The expectation is here overwhelmingly dominated by
QCD dijet events. This selection defines the control for the QCD Monte Carlo sample so the overall
event numbers in data and Monte Carlo must agree by construction. The Monte Carlo provides a good
description of the shape of the data within the systematic uncertainties up to largeMeff and EmissT .
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Not much time for interpretation of results

SU4 *10 An mSUGRA benchmark model
with light colored particles

Clear mSUGRA isn’t reachable yet



mSUGRA isn’t reachable, 
but these results still extend our reach

i.e. there could have been discoveries

Simplified Models and Previous Limits

LHC Results and Their Implication

Going Forward

Outline



mSugra has “Gaugino Mass Unification”
mg̃ : mW̃ : mB̃ = α3 : α2 : α1 � 6 : 2 : 1
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h

Most models look like this

A shocking lack of diversity (see the pMSSM)



Solution to Hierarchy Problem

Jets + MET

Dark Matter

Fewest requirements on spectroscopy

If the symmetry commutes with SU(3)C,
new colored top partners
(note twin Higgs exception)

Wimp Miracle: DM a thermal relic if
mass is 100 GeV to 1 TeV

Usually requires a dark sector,
frequently contains new colored particles

Doesn’t require squeezing in additional states to decay chains



Spectrum in Different Theories

MSSM Universal Extra Dimensions

High Cut-Off Low Cut-Off
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Electrically Neutral Colored Particles
Weak model independent limits
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Total Statistical Uncertainty

Experimental Statistical Uncertainty
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FIG. 1: Theoretical prediction versus aleph data at lep 1
for the standard model and the standard model with a 25
GeV gluino. The total statistical uncertainty band includes
theoretical statistical uncertainty from the Monte Carlo used
to generate the NNLO fixed-order thrust distribution.

models are shown in Figure 1, where it is clear that the
model with the gluino is systematically worse.

To properly scan over masses, we must specify how
to handle the thresholds. First, consider the total
hadronic cross section, !had. The exact leading or-
der dependence of !had on the new particle mass can
be extracted from [28]. For m < µ, the contribution
to the total cross section is proportional to !!had =

"2
s(µ)

!
#V (m2

Q2 ) + #R(m2

Q2 ) + 1

4
log(m2

µ2 )
"
, where #V is the

virtual contribution which vanishes at m = ! and #R

is the real emission contribution which vanishes for m >
Q/2. The explicit log compensates the µ-dependence of
"s and is necessary to have a smooth m " 0 limit. We
will use this exact expression !!had for the new physics
contribution to !had in Eq. (1), but observe that, as
shown in [28], it is well approximated for 0 < m < Q
by the leading power in m2/Q2. Actually, it is not
clear whether the experiments would have included de-
cay products of real gluinos in their event selection for the
thrust distribution, so in the spirit of providing a model-
independent bound, we allow !!had to scan between 0
and the cross section for !nf additional massless fla-
vors. This variation is included in the uncertainty band
described below.

The exact contributions of massive colored states to
the jet, soft, and hard functions are not known, but since
the same loops and real-emission diagrams are relevant
for them as for !!had, it is likely that the result would
be similar to that of !!had. Thus, we assume the leading
power is linear in m2/µ2

h for the hard function, m2/µ2
j for

the jet function, and m2/µ2
s for the soft function. That is,

we take H,#j and #s to interpolate between the expression
for nf = 5 + !nf flavors at m = 0 and nf = 5 flavors
at the relevant threshold. This removes any remaining
discontinuity in the thrust distribution, and should be a
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FIG. 2: Bounds on light colored particles from lep data. The
darker region is completely excluded at 95% confidence. The
lighter region is an uncertainty band including estimates of
various theoretical uncertainties.

good approximation to the (unknown) exact result. In
a similar vein, the matching correction, r($) in Eq. (2),
formally takes place at the hard scale Q. However, it
depends on nf and would be discontinuous as m crosses
Q unless the discontinuity is removed by inclusion of ex-
plicit mass corrections. We use an interpolation also lin-
ear in m2/Q2 for this e"ect. Using this model for the
mass thresholds, in lieu of the exact result, introduces
some theoretical uncertainty. To account for that un-
certainty, we explore some variations of the model and
include the errors in our final bound, as described below.

With this treatment of the threshold e"ects, the thrust
distribution is smooth and can be compared with the
data for each m and !nf . We perform a combined fit to
the aleph [22] and opal [24, 25] data sets from 91.2#206
GeV [26, 27]. The fit regions used are 0.1 < $ < 0.24
for lep 1 , and 0.04 < $ < 0.25 for aleph lep 2 and
0.05 < $ < 0.22 for opal lep 2 . The data are cor-
rected bin-by-bin for hadronization and bottom/charm
mass e"ects using pythia. We perform a least-squares
fit of the theoretical prediction to the corrected data, us-
ing errors which include both the experimental statistical
errors and the statistical errors of the NNLO fixed-order
calculation, rescaled by 1.5, as described above. For the
standard model, the %2 is 85.7 for 78 degrees-of-freedom.
For each value of m and !nf , we minimize %2 and com-
pute the maximum likelihood ratio as compared with the
standard model. The resulting 95% C.L. bound is shown
in Figure 2. For !nf = 3, the limit is meg > 52.5 GeV.
For a real gluino (with the appropriate group theory fac-
tors di"ering from !nf = 3 at higher orders), the bound
di"ers by 0.03 GeV.

To account for the theoretical uncertainty, we include
an uncertainty band (the light shaded region in Figure 2).
This subsumes the following variations: (i) Removing
the lowest bins from each data set in the fit. (ii) Not

Limits come from event shape variables at LEP
(e.g. Thrust)

Kaplan, Schwartz 2008



Captures many specific models (MSSM, UED, etc)

Simplified Models

Easy to notice & explore kinematic limits

Limits of specific theories

Not fully model independent, 
but greatly reduce model dependence

Removes superfluous model parameters

Models are created to solve problems or demonstrate mechanisms
Realistic ones tend to be complicated

Most of the details are irrelevant for searches
Focus on models tend to hide commonalities between models

e.g. MSSM & UEDs

Only keep particles and couplings relevant for searches



Directly Decaying Gluino 

Turn on one decay mode g̃ → qq̄χ̃0

Keep masses and total cross section free
mχ0mg̃ σ(pp→ g̃g̃X)
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One-step Cascade Decaying Gluino 

Relevant Parameters

Turn on one decay mode g̃ → q̄q�χ±

χ± → χ0W±(∗)

mχ0mχ±mg̃ σ(pp→ g̃g̃X)
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V. GLUINO EXCLUSION LIMITS

A. No Cascade Decays

For the remainder of the paper, we will discuss how model-independent jets + ET� searches
can be used to set limits on the parameters in a particular theory. We will focus specifically
on the case of pair-produced gluinos at the Tevatron and begin by considering the simplified
scenario of a direct decay to the bino. The expected number of jets depends on the relative
mass difference between the gluino and bino. When the mass difference is small, the decay
jets are very soft and initial-state radiation is important; in this limit, the monojet search
is best. When the mass difference is large, the decay jets are hard and well-defined, so
the multijet search is most effective. The dijet and threejet searches are important in the
transition between these two limits.

As an example, let us consider the model spectrum with a 340 GeV gluino decaying
directly into a 100 GeV bino. In this case, the gluino is heavy and its mass difference with
the bino is relatively large, so we expect the multijet search to be most effective. Table III
shows the differential cross section grids for the 1-4+ jet searches for this simulated signal
point. The colors indicate the significance of the signal over the limits presented in Table II;
the multijet search has the strongest excesses.

Previously [28], we obtained exclusion limits by optimizing the ET� and HT cuts, which
involves simulating each mass point beforehand to determine which cuts are most appropri-
ate. This is effectively like dealing with a 1× 1 grid, for which a 95% exclusion corresponds
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FIG. 4: The 95% exclusion region for DO� at 4 fb−1 assuming 50% systematic error on background.

The exclusion region for a directly decaying gluino is shown in light blue; the worst case scenario

for the cascade decay is shown in dark blue. The dashed line represents the CMSSM points and

the “X” is the current DO� exclusion limit at 2 fb−1.
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Tevatron Reach

4 fb-1

2σ sensitivity

g̃ → B̃jj

g̃ → �Wjj → (B̃jj)jj

mg̃
>∼ 120 GeV

A 50 GeV gluino is “ruled out”!

Alwall, Le, Lisanti, Wacker 2008

Sample theory



A Comparison Between Optimized Cuts and Original Cuts
mg̃ = 210 GeV mB̃ = 100 GeV

Not easy searches

6

the background predictions that vary between 8% and
10%. An additional 10% uncertainty on the diboson and
top quark contributions accounts for the uncertainty on
the predicted cross sections at NLO. A 2% uncertainty
on the measured Drell-Yan cross sections, relevant for
Z/!!+jets and W+jets processes, is also included. The
total systematic uncertainty on the SM predictions varies
between 31% and 35% as the jet multiplicity increases.
Various sources of uncertainty in the mSUGRA cross sec-
tions at NLO, as determined using prospino, are consid-
ered. The uncertainty on the PDFs varies between 10%
and 20%, depending on the mSUGRA point considered.
Variations of the renormalization and factorization scales
by a factor of two change the theoretical cross sections
by 20% to 25%.

Figure 1 shows the measured HT and E/T distributions
compared to the SM predictions after all final selection
criteria are applied. For illustrative purposes, the Fig-
ure indicates the impact of a given mSUGRA scenario.
The measured distributions are in good agreement with
the SM predictions in each of the three final states con-
sidered. In Table II, the observed number of events and
the SM predictions are presented for each final state. A
global "2 test, including correlations between systematic
uncertainties, gives a 94% probability.

Events in data (2 fb!1)

! 2 jets ! 3 jets ! 4 jets
18 38 45

SM predictions

QCD jets 4.4 ± 2.0 13.3 ± 4.6 15.3 ± 7.1
top 1.3 ± 1.2 7.6 ± 4.1 22.1 ± 7.0

Z " !!̄+jets 3.9 ± 0.9 5.4 ± 1.4 2.7 ± 0.7
Z/"" " l+l!+jets 0.1 ± 0.1 0.2 ± 0.1 0.1 ± 0.1

W " l!+jets 6.1 ± 2.2 10.7 ± 3.1 7.7 ± 2.2
WW, ZW,ZZ 0.2 ± 0.2 0.3 ± 0.2 0.5 ± 0.2

total SM 16 ± 5 37 ± 12 48 ± 17

TABLE II: Number of events in data for each final state com-
pared to SM predictions, including statistical and systematic
uncertainties summed in quadrature.

The results are translated into 95% C.L. upper limits
on the cross section for squark and gluino production in
di!erent regions of the squark-gluino mass plane, using
a Bayesian approach [29] and including statistical and
systematic uncertainties. For the latter, correlations be-
tween systematic uncertainties on signal e"ciencies and
background predictions are taken into account, and an
additional 6% uncertainty on the total luminosity is in-
cluded. For each mSUGRA point considered, observed
and expected limits are computed separately for each of
the three analyses, and the one with the best expected
limit is adopted as the nominal result. Figure 2 shows the
observed and expected 95% C.L. upper limits as a func-
tion of squark and gluino masses, compared to mSUGRA
predictions, in four regions within the squark-gluino mass
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FIG. 1: Measured HT and E/T distributions (black dots)
in events with at least two (bottom), three (middle), and
four (top) jets in the final state compared to the SM predic-
tions (solid lines) and the SM+mSUGRA predictions (dashed
lines). The shaded bands show the total systematic uncer-
tainty on the SM predictions.

plane. Cross sections in the range between 0.1 pb and
1 pb are excluded by this analysis, depending on the
masses considered. The observed numbers of events in
data are also translated into 95% C.L. upper limits for
squark and gluino masses, for which the uncertainties on
the theoretical cross sections are included in the limit cal-
culation, and where the three analyses are combined in a
similar way as for the cross section limits. Figure 3 shows
the excluded region in the squark-gluino mass plane. For
the mSUGRA scenario considered, all squark masses are
excluded for M!g < 280 GeV/c2, while for M!q = M!g
masses up to 392 GeV/c2 are excluded. Finally, for
M!q < 400 GeV/c2 gluinos with M!g < 340 GeV/c2 are
excluded. This analysis extends the previous Run I limits
from the Tevatron by 80 GeV/c2 to 140 GeV/c2.

In summary, we report results on an inclusive search
for squarks and gluinos in pp collisions at

!
s = 1.96 TeV

in events with large E/T and multiple jets in the final
states, based on 2 fb"1 of CDF Run II data. The mea-
surements are in good agreement with SM predictions for
backgrounds. The results are translated into 95% C.L.
upper limits on production cross sections and squark and
gluino masses in a given mSUGRA scenario, which sig-
nificantly extend Run I results.

We thank the Fermilab sta! and the technical sta!s
of the participating institutions for their vital contribu-
tions. This work was supported by the U.S. Department
of Energy and National Science Foundation; the Italian
Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare; the Ministry of
Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology of
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Simplified Models

LHC Results and Their Implication

Going Forward

Outline

Model Independent Limits

Using Early Results

Limits on Directly Decaying Gluinos

Limits on Cascade Decaying Gluinos
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Cut Topology 1j + ET� 2+j + ET� 3+j + ET� 4+j + ET�
1 pT1 > 70GeV > 70GeV > 70GeV > 70GeV

2 pTn ≤ 30GeV > 30GeV(n = 2) > 30GeV(n = 2, 3) > 30GeV(n = 2− 4)

3 ET� EM > 40GeV > 40GeV > 40GeV > 40GeV

4 pT � ≤ 10GeV ≤ 10GeV ≤ 10GeV ≤ 10GeV

5 ∆φ(jn, ET� EM) none [> 0.2, > 0.2] [> 0.2, > 0.2, > 0.2] [> 0.2, > 0.2, > 0.2, none]

6 ET� EM/Meff none > 0.3 > 0.25 > 0.2

NPred 46+22

−14
6.6 ± 3.0 1.9 ± 0.9 1.0 ± 0.6

NObs 73 4 0 1

σ(pp→ g̃g̃X)�|95% C.L. 663 pb 46.4 pb 20.0 pb 56.9 pb

TABLE I: Searches in [1] used to set limits in this article. The 95% C.L. on the production cross section times efficiency of the
cuts, σ(pp→ g̃g̃X)�, derive from folding in the uncertainties in the luminosity and background.

which can be generated by integrating out a color triplet
scalar. The lifetime of g̃ is approximately

Γg̃ �
(mg̃ −mχ)5

4πΛ4
(2)

which leads to a prompt decay so long as Λ <∼ 10 TeV
for mg̃

>∼ mχ + 10 GeV. There is no a priori relation
between the masses of χ or g̃. χ may be very light without
any constraints arising from LEP, and the only model
independent constraint on g̃ is that it should be heavier
than 51 GeV.

Models with approximate g̃-χ mass degeneracy are par-
ticularly challenging for jet plus ET� searches. In this case,
the decay products of g̃ are soft and not particularly spec-
tacular. In the degenerate limit, the most efficient way
to detect g̃ production is by looking for radiation of addi-
tional jets along with the pair of g̃. At the Tevatron, pair
produced g̃’s plus radiation gives rise to events with low
multiplicity jets plus ET� . In particular, monojet searches
can be effective at discovering these topologies [8]. How-
ever, monojet searches are typically exclusive and place
poor bounds away from the degenerate limit. For in-
stance, CDF places a second jet veto of ET j2 ≤ 60 GeV
and a third jet veto of ET j3 ≤ 20 GeV [20]. As the
mass difference between g̃ and χ increases, the efficiency
of such cuts diminishes. In the non-degenerate limit,
the most suitable searches have higher jet multiplicity.
However, the cuts applied on the monojet and multi-
jet searches performed are sufficiently strong that they
leave a gap in the coverage of the intermediate mass-
splitting region [8]. The present bound on mg̃ only ex-
tends above 130 GeV for mχ

<∼ 100 GeV. The LHC cross
section for gluinos just above this limit is of the order of
a few nanobarns. Therefore, limits can be improved with
remarkably low luminosity and early discovery is poten-
tially achievable. Unfortunately, no excesses are observed
in [1], so only new limits can be inferred.

In this work, the efficiencies of the cuts applied by
ATLAS’ recent search are extracted through a Monte
Carlo study. These efficiencies depend on mg̃ and mχ

and are necessary to calculate limits. The signal is

calculated using MadGraph 4.4.32 [9], matching parton
shower (PS) to additional radiation generated through
matrix elements (ME) using the MLM PS/ME match-
ing prescription from [10]. In the region where g̃ and
χ are nearly-degenerate, the additional radiation is cru-
cial in determining the shape of the ET� distribution and
hence how efficiently the signal is found. A matching
scale of Qcut = 100 GeV is adopted for the signal and
the matrix elements for the following subprocesses are
generated: 2g̃ + 0j, 2g̃ + 1j and 2g̃ + 2+

j. When per-
forming MLM matching all higher multiplicity jet events
are generated through parton showering.

The parton showering is performed in PYTHIA 6.4 [11].
PYTHIA also decays g̃ → qq̄χ, hadronizes the events and
produces the final exclusive events. These events are then
clustered using a cone-jet algorithm with R = 0.7 with
PGS4 [12] which also performs elementary fiducial vol-
ume cuts and modestly smears the jet energy using the
ATLAS-detector card.

ATLAS’ search does not use proper ET� in their analy-
sis, instead it uses missing energy at the electromagnetic
scale, ET� EM. The relation between ET� and ET� EM is
shown in Fig. 7 of [13] and is approximated as

ET� EM �
ET�

1.5−HT /2100 GeV
, (3)

where HT is the sum of the energies of the jets in the
event. This effectively raises the ET� cut to approximately
50 GeV.

In order to validate this modeling of ET� EM, the SU4
mSUGRA model shown in [1] is reproduced. The SUSY
Les Houches Accord parameter card [14] for SU4 is cre-
ated with a spectrum calculated with SuSpect 2.41 [15]
which matches the spectrum reported in [16] to 5% accu-
racy. The decay card for SU4 is calculated with SDECAY

[17], interfaced with SUSY-HIT [18], and finally the cross
sections are generated with MadGraph and decayed, show-
ered and hadronized in PYTHIA. The total SUSY produc-
tion cross section is normalized to the NLO value used
in [1] in order to compare efficiencies and shapes of dis-
tributions.

ATLAS Search
L = 70 nb−1

Performed 4 Searches
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scalar. The lifetime of g̃ is approximately
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which leads to a prompt decay so long as Λ <∼ 10 TeV
for mg̃

>∼ mχ + 10 GeV. There is no a priori relation
between the masses of χ or g̃. χ may be very light without
any constraints arising from LEP, and the only model
independent constraint on g̃ is that it should be heavier
than 51 GeV.

Models with approximate g̃-χ mass degeneracy are par-
ticularly challenging for jet plus ET� searches. In this case,
the decay products of g̃ are soft and not particularly spec-
tacular. In the degenerate limit, the most efficient way
to detect g̃ production is by looking for radiation of addi-
tional jets along with the pair of g̃. At the Tevatron, pair
produced g̃’s plus radiation gives rise to events with low
multiplicity jets plus ET� . In particular, monojet searches
can be effective at discovering these topologies [8]. How-
ever, monojet searches are typically exclusive and place
poor bounds away from the degenerate limit. For in-
stance, CDF places a second jet veto of ET j2 ≤ 60 GeV
and a third jet veto of ET j3 ≤ 20 GeV [20]. As the
mass difference between g̃ and χ increases, the efficiency
of such cuts diminishes. In the non-degenerate limit,
the most suitable searches have higher jet multiplicity.
However, the cuts applied on the monojet and multi-
jet searches performed are sufficiently strong that they
leave a gap in the coverage of the intermediate mass-
splitting region [8]. The present bound on mg̃ only ex-
tends above 130 GeV for mχ

<∼ 100 GeV. The LHC cross
section for gluinos just above this limit is of the order of
a few nanobarns. Therefore, limits can be improved with
remarkably low luminosity and early discovery is poten-
tially achievable. Unfortunately, no excesses are observed
in [1], so only new limits can be inferred.

In this work, the efficiencies of the cuts applied by
ATLAS’ recent search are extracted through a Monte
Carlo study. These efficiencies depend on mg̃ and mχ

and are necessary to calculate limits. The signal is

calculated using MadGraph 4.4.32 [9], matching parton
shower (PS) to additional radiation generated through
matrix elements (ME) using the MLM PS/ME match-
ing prescription from [10]. In the region where g̃ and
χ are nearly-degenerate, the additional radiation is cru-
cial in determining the shape of the ET� distribution and
hence how efficiently the signal is found. A matching
scale of Qcut = 100 GeV is adopted for the signal and
the matrix elements for the following subprocesses are
generated: 2g̃ + 0j, 2g̃ + 1j and 2g̃ + 2+

j. When per-
forming MLM matching all higher multiplicity jet events
are generated through parton showering.

The parton showering is performed in PYTHIA 6.4 [11].
PYTHIA also decays g̃ → qq̄χ, hadronizes the events and
produces the final exclusive events. These events are then
clustered using a cone-jet algorithm with R = 0.7 with
PGS4 [12] which also performs elementary fiducial vol-
ume cuts and modestly smears the jet energy using the
ATLAS-detector card.

ATLAS’ search does not use proper ET� in their analy-
sis, instead it uses missing energy at the electromagnetic
scale, ET� EM. The relation between ET� and ET� EM is
shown in Fig. 7 of [13] and is approximated as

ET� EM �
ET�

1.5−HT /2100 GeV
, (3)

where HT is the sum of the energies of the jets in the
event. This effectively raises the ET� cut to approximately
50 GeV.

In order to validate this modeling of ET� EM, the SU4
mSUGRA model shown in [1] is reproduced. The SUSY
Les Houches Accord parameter card [14] for SU4 is cre-
ated with a spectrum calculated with SuSpect 2.41 [15]
which matches the spectrum reported in [16] to 5% accu-
racy. The decay card for SU4 is calculated with SDECAY

[17], interfaced with SUSY-HIT [18], and finally the cross
sections are generated with MadGraph and decayed, show-
ered and hadronized in PYTHIA. The total SUSY produc-
tion cross section is normalized to the NLO value used
in [1] in order to compare efficiencies and shapes of dis-
tributions.

ATLAS Search
L = 70 nb−1

Performed 4 Searches

Under pretty good control!
Relatively loose cuts

(monojets appear a bit dirty)



How we used this result
Ns = L σ(pp→ g̃g̃X) �(mg̃, mχ)

P (Ns+b ≤ Nobs) ≥ 5%

P (Ns+b ≤ Nobs) =
Nobs�

n

Poisson(n; Ns+b)

Poisson(n; λ) =
λn

n!
e−λ



How we used this result
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Sets limit on 
σ(pp→ g̃g̃X) �

usually most effective3+j + ET�

2

Cut Topology 1j + ET� 2+j + ET� 3+j + ET� 4+j + ET�
1 pT1 > 70GeV > 70GeV > 70GeV > 70GeV

2 pTn ≤ 30GeV > 30GeV(n = 2) > 30GeV(n = 2, 3) > 30GeV(n = 2− 4)

3 ET� EM > 40GeV > 40GeV > 40GeV > 40GeV

4 pT � ≤ 10GeV ≤ 10GeV ≤ 10GeV ≤ 10GeV

5 ∆φ(jn, ET� EM) none [> 0.2, > 0.2] [> 0.2, > 0.2, > 0.2] [> 0.2, > 0.2, > 0.2, none]

6 ET� EM/Meff none > 0.3 > 0.25 > 0.2

NPred 46+22

−14
6.6 ± 3.0 1.9 ± 0.9 1.0 ± 0.6

NObs 73 4 0 1

σ(pp→ g̃g̃X)�|95% C.L. 663 pb 46.4 pb 20.0 pb 56.9 pb

TABLE I: Searches in [1] used to set limits in this article. The 95% C.L. on the production cross section times efficiency of the
cuts, σ(pp→ g̃g̃X)�, derive from folding in the uncertainties in the luminosity and background.

which can be generated by integrating out a color triplet
scalar. The lifetime of g̃ is approximately

Γg̃ �
(mg̃ −mχ)5

4πΛ4
(2)

which leads to a prompt decay so long as Λ <∼ 10 TeV
for mg̃

>∼ mχ + 10 GeV. There is no a priori relation
between the masses of χ or g̃. χ may be very light without
any constraints arising from LEP, and the only model
independent constraint on g̃ is that it should be heavier
than 51 GeV.

Models with approximate g̃-χ mass degeneracy are par-
ticularly challenging for jet plus ET� searches. In this case,
the decay products of g̃ are soft and not particularly spec-
tacular. In the degenerate limit, the most efficient way
to detect g̃ production is by looking for radiation of addi-
tional jets along with the pair of g̃. At the Tevatron, pair
produced g̃’s plus radiation gives rise to events with low
multiplicity jets plus ET� . In particular, monojet searches
can be effective at discovering these topologies [8]. How-
ever, monojet searches are typically exclusive and place
poor bounds away from the degenerate limit. For in-
stance, CDF places a second jet veto of ET j2 ≤ 60 GeV
and a third jet veto of ET j3 ≤ 20 GeV [20]. As the
mass difference between g̃ and χ increases, the efficiency
of such cuts diminishes. In the non-degenerate limit,
the most suitable searches have higher jet multiplicity.
However, the cuts applied on the monojet and multi-
jet searches performed are sufficiently strong that they
leave a gap in the coverage of the intermediate mass-
splitting region [8]. The present bound on mg̃ only ex-
tends above 130 GeV for mχ

<∼ 100 GeV. The LHC cross
section for gluinos just above this limit is of the order of
a few nanobarns. Therefore, limits can be improved with
remarkably low luminosity and early discovery is poten-
tially achievable. Unfortunately, no excesses are observed
in [1], so only new limits can be inferred.

In this work, the efficiencies of the cuts applied by
ATLAS’ recent search are extracted through a Monte
Carlo study. These efficiencies depend on mg̃ and mχ

and are necessary to calculate limits. The signal is

calculated using MadGraph 4.4.32 [9], matching parton
shower (PS) to additional radiation generated through
matrix elements (ME) using the MLM PS/ME match-
ing prescription from [10]. In the region where g̃ and
χ are nearly-degenerate, the additional radiation is cru-
cial in determining the shape of the ET� distribution and
hence how efficiently the signal is found. A matching
scale of Qcut = 100 GeV is adopted for the signal and
the matrix elements for the following subprocesses are
generated: 2g̃ + 0j, 2g̃ + 1j and 2g̃ + 2+

j. When per-
forming MLM matching all higher multiplicity jet events
are generated through parton showering.

The parton showering is performed in PYTHIA 6.4 [11].
PYTHIA also decays g̃ → qq̄χ, hadronizes the events and
produces the final exclusive events. These events are then
clustered using a cone-jet algorithm with R = 0.7 with
PGS4 [12] which also performs elementary fiducial vol-
ume cuts and modestly smears the jet energy using the
ATLAS-detector card.

ATLAS’ search does not use proper ET� in their analy-
sis, instead it uses missing energy at the electromagnetic
scale, ET� EM. The relation between ET� and ET� EM is
shown in Fig. 7 of [13] and is approximated as

ET� EM �
ET�

1.5−HT /2100 GeV
, (3)

where HT is the sum of the energies of the jets in the
event. This effectively raises the ET� cut to approximately
50 GeV.

In order to validate this modeling of ET� EM, the SU4
mSUGRA model shown in [1] is reproduced. The SUSY
Les Houches Accord parameter card [14] for SU4 is cre-
ated with a spectrum calculated with SuSpect 2.41 [15]
which matches the spectrum reported in [16] to 5% accu-
racy. The decay card for SU4 is calculated with SDECAY

[17], interfaced with SUSY-HIT [18], and finally the cross
sections are generated with MadGraph and decayed, show-
ered and hadronized in PYTHIA. The total SUSY produc-
tion cross section is normalized to the NLO value used
in [1] in order to compare efficiencies and shapes of dis-
tributions.
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Need to calculate efficiencies
(the hard part)

We need to know what fraction of
the events from a given theory pass the cuts

Madgraph Pythia PGS→ → → Cuts
g̃ → 2j χ0

1

(MLM matched)

pp→ g̃g̃+ ≤ 2j

Do this for each (mg̃, mχ) pair

Efficiency is the fraction of events that passed the cuts



The problems with “MET”

• If a jet has 90% of their energy contained in fewer than six cells and less than 5% of their
energy in the electromagnetic calorimeter it is consistent with the signal from cosmic ray or
beam halo muons. Events containing such jets are vetoed in the monojet channel (defined
later in Section 5) which would otherwise be sensitive to these effects.

The final cut is designed to remove cosmic ray events and is used only for the monojet channel
which (as discussed in Section 6.2) is the most sensitive to non-collision backgrounds. The com-
bined effect of these cleaning cuts is to remove a fraction approximately 1% of triggered events.
Two jet acceptance cuts are required in addition: pT > 20 GeV and |η | < 2.5. Any jets passing
this loose selection are considered when applying the object identification described in Section 4.2.
Higher pT cuts are required for jets entering the final selections described in Section 5.

Electrons are reconstructed and identified with the medium-purity cuts defined in Ref. [29] and are
required to be isolated in the calorimeter. The electron isolation criterion is that the calorimeter
energy around the electron is required to be less than 10GeV within a cone of radius !R= 0.2. In
addition to those cuts, the pT of electrons should exceed 10 GeV and |η | should be less than 2.47.

Muons are reconstructed by an algorithm which performs a combination of a track reconstructed in the
muon spectrometer with its corresponding track in the inner detector [24].
In order to select isolated muons, the total calorimeter energy within a cone of radius !R = 0.2
around the muon should be less than 10 GeV. Finally the acceptance cuts of pT > 10 GeV and
|η | < 2.5 are used.

Missing transverse momentum is computed from calorimeter cells belonging to topological clusters
at the electromagnetic scale [30]. No corrections for the different calorimeter response of hadrons
and electrons/photons or for dead material losses are applied. The transverse missing momentum
components are defined by

Emissx ≡ −
Ncell

"
i=1

Ei sinθi cosφi

Emissy ≡ −
Ncell

"
i=1

Ei sinθi sinφi

EmissT ≡
�

(Emissx )2+
�
Emissy

�2
, (1)

where the sum is over topological cluster cells within the pseudorapidity range |η | < 4.5. In the
following definitions the missing transverse momentum two-vector is defined by

�EmissT ≡ (Emissx , Emissy ). (2)

The performance of the missing transverse momentum reconstruction during the data-taking period
is described in Ref. [30]. Events in which undetectable particles are produced can be expected to
have large EmissT .

4.2 Resolving overlapping objects

When candidates passing the object selection overlap with each other, a classification is required to
remove all but one of the overlapping objects. All overlap criteria are based on the simple geometric
!R=

�
!φ 2+!η2 variable and based on previous studies [24] are applied in the following order:
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Without calibrated MET, have
to take a shot in the dark and validate
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Linear HT Fit underestimates high 
fractional MET

Not perfect, but changes efficiencies by < 15%
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Putting it all together
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3 jet channel most important

Best limit on cross section
σ3+j � ≤ 20 pb σ4+j � ≤ 57 pbvs

Efficiency drops for 4 jets satisfying pT > 30 GeV

only 40% of the events that 
pass pT j3 > 30 GeV,
pass pT j4 >30 GeV
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The slight loss of sensitivity at lower LSP mass 
from fractional MET cut

f =
ET�

HT + ET�

f > 0.3

f > 0.25

f > 0.2

mχ/mg̃

�
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30%
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In limit mχ → mg̃ pχ = Ej,
maximizes f, and drops for lighter LSP

0 1



A look at how PS/ME matching alters the signal
150 GeV particle going to 140 GeV LSP and 2 jets

In rest frame of each gluino: 
two 5 GeV “jets” and a LSP with 3 GeV momentum

j1j2

B̃

g̃



A look at how PS/ME matching alters the signal
150 GeV particle going to 140 GeV LSP and 2 jets

In rest frame of each gluino: 
two 5 GeV “jets” and a LSP with 3 GeV momentum
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Give the gluino big boost!
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Jets merge and MET points in direction of jet
More energy, but looks like jet mismeasurement

pT g̃ � mg̃



Radiate off additional jet
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Efficiencies are over estimated with jet vetos
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Cascade Decays

g̃ → qq̄�χ± → qq̄� (χ0 W±(∗))

mχ± =
1
2
(mg̃ + mχ0)

Harder to see these events, lower MET, higher HT

Chose a slice through the parameter space



Cascade Decays

g̃ → qq̄�χ± → qq̄� (χ0 W±(∗))

mχ± =
1
2
(mg̃ + mχ0)

Harder to see these events, lower MET, higher HT

Chose a slice through the parameter space

Missing energy changes dramatically between
W± vs W±∗

mχ0

pχ0

mχ± = mχ0 + mW±
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Simplified Models and Previous Limits

LHC Results and Their Implication

Going Forward

Outline

(Work in Progress)



Going Forward to 1fb-1

2

Cut Topology 1j + ET� 2+
j + ET� 3+

j + ET� 4+
j + ET�

1 pT1 > 70GeV > 70GeV > 70GeV > 70GeV

2 pTn ≤ 30GeV > 30GeV(n = 2) > 30GeV(n = 2, 3) > 30GeV(n = 2− 4)

3 ET� EM > 40GeV > 40GeV > 40GeV > 40GeV

4 pT � ≤ 10GeV ≤ 10GeV ≤ 10GeV ≤ 10GeV

5 ∆φ(jn, ET� EM) none [> 0.2, > 0.2] [> 0.2, > 0.2, > 0.2] [> 0.2, > 0.2, > 0.2, none]

6 ET� EM/Meff none > 0.3 > 0.25 > 0.2

NPred 46+22

−14
6.6 ± 3.0 1.9 ± 0.9 1.0 ± 0.6

NObs 73 4 0 1

σ(pp→ g̃g̃X)�|95% C.L. 663 pb 46.4 pb 20.0 pb 56.9 pb

TABLE I: Searches in [1] used to set limits in this article. The 95% C.L. on the production cross section times efficiency of the
cuts, σ(pp→ g̃g̃X)�, derive from folding in the uncertainties in the luminosity and background.

Cut Topology 1j + ET� 2+
j + ET� 3+

j + ET� 4+
j + ET�

1 pT1 > 100GeV > 100GeV > 100GeV > 100GeV

2 pTn ≤ 50GeV > 50GeV > 50GeV > 50GeV

3 ET�
4 HT

5 ET� /Meff none > 0.3 > 0.25 > 0.2

TABLE II: Searches in [1] used to set limits in this article. The 95% C.L. on the production cross section times efficiency of
the cuts, σ(pp→ g̃g̃X)�, derive from folding in the uncertainties in the luminosity and background.

which can be generated by integrating out a color triplet

scalar. The lifetime of g̃ is approximately

Γg̃ �
(mg̃ −mχ)

5

4πΛ4
(2)

which leads to a prompt decay so long as Λ <∼ 10 TeV

for mg̃
>∼ mχ + 10 GeV. There is no a priori relation

between the masses of χ or g̃. χ may be very light without

any constraints arising from LEP, and the only model

independent constraint on g̃ is that it should be heavier

than 51 GeV.

Models with approximate g̃-χ mass degeneracy are par-

ticularly challenging for jet plus ET� searches. In this case,

the decay products of g̃ are soft and not particularly spec-

tacular. In the degenerate limit, the most efficient way

to detect g̃ production is by looking for radiation of addi-

tional jets along with the pair of g̃. At the Tevatron, pair

produced g̃’s plus radiation gives rise to events with low

multiplicity jets plus ET� . In particular, monojet searches

can be effective at discovering these topologies [8]. How-

ever, monojet searches are typically exclusive and place

poor bounds away from the degenerate limit. For in-

stance, CDF places a second jet veto of ET j2 ≤ 60 GeV

and a third jet veto of ET j3 ≤ 20 GeV [20]. As the

mass difference between g̃ and χ increases, the efficiency

of such cuts diminishes. In the non-degenerate limit,

the most suitable searches have higher jet multiplicity.

However, the cuts applied on the monojet and multi-

jet searches performed are sufficiently strong that they

leave a gap in the coverage of the intermediate mass-

splitting region [8]. The present bound on mg̃ only ex-

tends above 130 GeV for mχ
<∼ 100 GeV. The LHC cross

section for gluinos just above this limit is of the order of

a few nanobarns. Therefore, limits can be improved with

remarkably low luminosity and early discovery is poten-

tially achievable. Unfortunately, no excesses are observed

in [1], so only new limits can be inferred.

In this work, the efficiencies of the cuts applied by

ATLAS’ recent search are extracted through a Monte

Carlo study. These efficiencies depend on mg̃ and mχ

and are necessary to calculate limits. The signal is

calculated using MadGraph 4.4.32 [9], matching parton

shower (PS) to additional radiation generated through

matrix elements (ME) using the MLM PS/ME match-

ing prescription from [10]. In the region where g̃ and

χ are nearly-degenerate, the additional radiation is cru-

cial in determining the shape of the ET� distribution and

hence how efficiently the signal is found. A matching

scale of Qcut = 100 GeV is adopted for the signal and

the matrix elements for the following subprocesses are

generated: 2g̃ + 0j, 2g̃ + 1j and 2g̃ + 2
+j. When per-

forming MLM matching all higher multiplicity jet events

are generated through parton showering.

The parton showering is performed in PYTHIA 6.4 [11].

PYTHIA also decays g̃ → qq̄χ, hadronizes the events and

produces the final exclusive events. These events are then

clustered using a cone-jet algorithm with R = 0.7 with

PGS4 [12] which also performs elementary fiducial vol-

ume cuts and modestly smears the jet energy using the

ATLAS-detector card.

Optimize cuts for ET�HT

for given masses, decay modes and systematics
(Tevatron-like)



7 TeV Backgrounds
Soon to be available at LHCBackgrounds.com
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Lower Systematics, similar searches
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Best sensitivity for lower masses
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Effects of Matching On Optimized Searches
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A lot of the best MSSM parameter space will be
tested in within 12 months!



Future Work

Understanding Fractional MET Cut

Multiple Cascade Decays

b-tagging & anti-b-tagging

Seems to be suboptimal for many situations 
Not used at the Tevatron

Can further reduce MET and increase HT

How bad is it and how to recover reach

Heavy flavor can appear in final states

Top is a big background at moderate MET,
w/o heavy flavor final states, anti-b-tagging may help



ATLAS NOTE
ATLAS-CONF-2010-066

July 20, 2010

Early supersymmetry searches with jets, missing transverse momentum
and one or more leptons with the ATLAS Detector

ATLAS collaboration

Abstract

This note describes a first set of measurements of supersymmetry-sensitive variables in
the final states with jets, missing transverse momentum and leptons using the

√
s = 7 TeV

proton-proton collisions at the LHC. The data were collected during the period March 2010
to July 2010 and correspond to a total integrated luminosity of 70± 8nb−1. Agreement
is found between data and Monte Carlo simulations indicating that the Standard Model
backgrounds to searches for new physics are under control.

Lots more coming...
Already have lepton searches

Just crossed 1 pb-1, 15 times more data than these analyses!  
We could have already had anomalies from new physics

Each new search has potential for discovery
1-10 pb-1 releases in Fall??


